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A motivated developer who is excited to make an impact in the software development industry. 
Technologies learned during project experiences include but are not limited to object-oriented 
programming, developing, testing, debugging, designing user interfaces, and deploying applications. 

TECHNOLOGIES 

HTML, CSS, JAVASCRIPT, C# .NET, BOOTSTRAP, SQL, ASP.NET CORE MVC, 
ASP.NET CORE WEB API, AJAX, JQUERY, APIS, JSON, GIT, MICROSOFT SQL 
SERVER 

PROJECTS 

READY...SET..FLIGHT! 
Technologies: ASP.NET Core MVC, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Google Maps API, Google Directions 
API, Aviation Stack API, TSA Wait Times API 
Overview: This was our group capstone where I was the Team Lead. Ready…Set..Flight! is an 
application that tracks TSA wait times, traffic conditions, and flight delays for your flights to give 
you the optimal time to leave your house for the airport.  
Features:  

• Enables users to enter in their flight number and what time they would like to arrive in 
their flight’s terminal. 

• Monitors how long it will take for the user to get from their home to the airport and 
gives them directions. 

• Gives the user the exact time they should leave their home if they want to reach the 
terminal by their selected time. 

TRAVEL PLANNER 
Technologies: ASP.NET Core MVC, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Google Maps API, Google Places API, 
Hotels API, Skyscanner API, Airport Codes API, OpenWeather API 
Overview: This was my individual capstone. Travel Planner is an all-in-one application that stores 
your vacations and displays weather, hotels, flights, and potential activities for this vacation. 
Features: 

• Enables users to enter in their interests which is then factored into which activities are 
recommended. 

• Allows users to add activities to a “Bucket List” for their vacation. 

• Displays hotels and flights based on their vacation information. 
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EDUCATION 

FULL-STACK SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CERTIFICATION | DEVCODECAMP 

• Earned: June 2020 
 

JOB EXPERIENCE 

Grocery Clerk | Pick `n Save | August 2015 – April 2020 
• Working in retail has refined my ability to talk with people, especially strangers. 

• I was one of the lead workers in the dairy department. This has taught me how to work with a 
team towards a common goal and leadership skills. 

• I was usually the closer of the department which has taught me how to manage my time 
efficiently to complete all my tasks. 


